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Although it is often assumed that teachers inflpence the development of

-memory skills in children during the elementary school years, little is

known about how teachers conceptualize memory strategy use, memory

knowledge, and deVelopmental Changes inithese skills. In order to earn
about teachers' views, a questionnaire was given'to 59 teachers of

children" in grades K through 6. The que'stionnaire, which was

constructed on the basis of a review of the memory development

literatu4e, included sections on strategy use, metamemory'skills and

memory monitoring and control activities. The teacher was asked to

characterize expected performance fOethe highest'achievers for average

achievers, and for the ,lowest achievers in his/her clais. Teachers
4

predicted' major differences in memory strategy use, memory knowledge,,

and memory monitoring activities as a.function of classroom achievement

level. A developmental question concerned the extent to which teachers

would show expectations appropriate to the grade levels of the children

they taught. Differences inresponses across grade level occurred for

items assessing memory strategies and self-testing activities, and for

some of the memory knowledge items. No differences in expectations of

teachers at .different .grade levels were seen in evaluations of a

rehearsal, strategy, metamemory, or memory monitoring or control

activities. Teachers showed reasonably veridical perceptions of memory

development, especially in the area of memory strategies. However,

teachers at the earlier grades may overestimate the metamemory and

memory monitoring and control skills of the children they teach.
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Aims

It is often assumed that teachers' influence the developMent
memory skills in children during. the elementary school years. However;

little is known about how teachers conceptualize memory skills and

-.activities, or, how they view the-develciPment of these abilities. The
aims of the present work were fiTst,:to examine teachers' expectation13

r,

for memory task performance of children in the grade level in which they

teach, and second, to determine the extent to which teachers hold.a

;developmental view of memory.

Specific questions concerned teachers' awareness that immature

learners, either younger in age or lower in achievement, might 1) employ
less sophisticated memory strategies, 2) have less knowledge of memory
phenomena; including task and person factors affecting memory

. performance, and 3) be less ,likely to engage in memory monitoring and
control activities during study than are Inets- mature and capable

learners.

plethod

Fifty-nine teachers (16 at the kindergarten - first grade level,
at second and third grades, 'and 24 at grades four through six)
participated in this study. Teachers were volunteers from public
schools in urban and suburba4 areas of a Southerd-city; 18 (30%) were

black, the rest white, most (94%) were female. Many of the teachers
/(42%) had completed Master's degree programs. Teachers had taught an
average of 14.9 years (8.6 years at the grade level they were
concurrently teaching).
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The teachers co eted a three-part questionnaire: In the first

section, teachers were asked to predict responses that children from

their classes'igfit give to several.metamentOry items, including items

dealing with the phenomena `of savings, retroactive interference, recall'

requirements, and primacy-recency effects. In the' second section of the

questionnaire, several memory tasks (Serialirecall, free rbcall, and a
A

recall task requiring-self-monitoring) were` described and teachers'were

esked to indicate the ways in which' children in theik classes would

perform the task. Choices ranged frqm' inefficient %on-strategic

behaviors to relatively sophisticated and appropriate recall strategies.

In a third section of the questionnaire (Tables 1-3), several memory

strategies, items- of memory, knowledge) and behaviors involved in memory

monitoring and memory control activities were described in brief

sentences. Teachers were asked to indicate simply whether or not

children in their classes were likely to demonstrate these skills or

know the concepts described. In all three parts of "the questionnaire,.

teachers were asked to makt separate judgments for high, average,' and

low achievers in their classes.

Analyses'were made to examine teachers' expectations for children's .

memory skill's and knowledge. The first question concerned teachers'

views of memory strategy use by chiidren. Responses made on questions

concerning strategy use in serial recall, free recall/ and recall

readiness tasks were examined, as were items concerned with memory

strategies taken from the Children's Memory Abilities Scale (CMAS). For
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both the free recall and recall readiness tasks, teachers' expectations

for strategic behavior increased over 'grade level (Table 4). Major

differences were,alsonexpected as a. function children's achievement

level, with incieasink u'se of appropriate strategies expedted among

students of higher achievement".lev_els. For serial recall, vieked by

teachers as tAe easiest of these three tasks, no grade differences were..

k-- cl
,

fdund. Teachers expected both ligh -and average achievers to use
\ d

appropriate strategies ('rehearsal) in serial recall., In theii
C .

evaluations of the seven strategies queried oh the CMAS, teachers, showed
a

strong expectationsions for variation in performance as a func4on,of the
.----

.

child's achieOment. level, as indicated in Table 1, aztd shOwed grade
/

. .

,,,, . 4°
differences in expectations on several scales. Foi two relatively

immature "strategies (saying or writing items repeatedly),teaqhes!

expectations varied as a function of both grade level and achievemellt'

criterion: Teachers at grades K-1 Ampected high use of these ,immature

strategies by their high achievers, teachers at grades 2-3 expected

highest use by average achievers, and teachers at grades 4-6 expected

high use by low and average achieverS. Self-testing as a -way to

evaluate learning was expected to increase with achievement level among

teachers at grades _K-1 and 4-6; for toplpers'of grades 2-3, average as

well as high achievers were expected ,to shbw high use of self-testing:

Other items concerning strategy use ''(Table 1) did not Show grade level

differences that might be expected on the basis .of the memory

development literature, although teachers were likely to describe,

achievement level differences within their classrooms.

Teachers' views of their children's memory knowledge was assessed

with items concerning' metamemory and seven items from the CMAS (Table

411
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2). On all items, teachers expected major differences as a function of

achievement level. An exception is an item pn the CMAS concerned with

age differences in memory ability, for which teachers expected low

achievers to show sireater awareness than high achievers did. Although

there was no'grade difference on the metamemor4 items, responses4vaTied

with grade level for memory knowledge items on the CMAS. This effeOt
O

reflected tea4erst expectationi for increasingly complex knowledge over
,grade. When individual items were examined, a statistically significant,

,

grade difference appeared only for an item concernedolith children's

awareness, of -the need to vary study depending upon the nature of the

examination that would be uSed to assess knoyledge. Teachers at the'-

highest grade level expected, children to show such understanding to a

greater extent than teachers at the earlier graders

Teachers' views of their children's ability to monit,orstbe,state of.-

their knowledge or to use appropriate control processes :to rulate
study were examined on several items from the CMAS (Table 3). On, these

items,,again, teachers showed strongly different expectations as a

function of the child's achievement level;' howeVer ,there were no

differences as a function of grade level. Overall, there was less

difference between teachers of different grades in their expectations

for metamemory'and m-tmory monitoring and control activities than might

be expected on the basis of the research literature. Lack of change

across grade appears to reflect the high expectations for children by

teachers at the earlier grade levels.

j
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Conclusions
p.

1W

Teadhers of elementary school children expected differences in pally
0

P'appdct41 of memory performaAce.and undersrding as a function o

dfiiidren's classroom achievement, level. .4gher achievers are seen

more ompetent in most aspects of memory. i . 4

ifferences in expectations by teachers of different grade levels .

are see:1*in judgments of memory strategy use, and some aspects of memory

knowledge. 'Less difference by grade level is shosin for less immediately

/observable characteristics, those havi4-to do withemetamemOrtr and

monitoring and control activities.

In relationship to'developmenta changes in memory knowledge and

monitoring and control processes described in the literature, it, appeais

tkiat.teaches at the earlier'grade0(esiecially.Aindergartenand'first.

grad) expect more mature and sophisticated memory skills than their

children are likely to demonstrate.' A question, for future investigation

concerns the relationship 'of-graideappropclate expebtations to the

nature of memory training efforts teachers make in the classroom.

6
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Table 1 i
/is.= Saw= Assigned Hi ik.ter.a.cm., and Low. Achievers Teachers f,S2X.

BIZAti.egY Items from the CMA

gemaLx Strategy Item

Children are able to study items
4y saying the names of the items
over and over to themselves.

Achievement Level

High axe lax Oeral1 d'

.61 .81 .59

`2) Children write items over and .. ..63 .64
over as a way of remembering them.'

it'

3) Children say that they can create'
Visual images in order.to help

them remember.

.69 .331 .07
7

.5?

.37.

4) Chtldren are able to make up a .49 .17s .03 .23
sentence about two unrelated items
as away of remembering them
,together.

--.
5) Chifdren engage ins clf-testing to .R3 .47 .12 .47

see if they have leafned somelXhing
(e.g., giving themselVes the test, 4,

practicing the steps involved to
,see, if they can get them right, etc.) . \ ,,,

6) Children know that grouping
together elated items can be helpfdl
in trying remember them.

7) ChilOren are able to plan and
organize 4eir study activities'
without astistance.

/

.-144$..

10

8

.80 .42 .15 .40

.74 .25 .00, .33
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Table 2

titaa ,,Scores haiLlantsi tat Lig la. avcrage. Lad, Low Achievers Teachego LOS
tillm2x4'Ansailladae Itama thax.mAs.
.

!Samara Knowledge

1)* Children realize that a shorter
list is easier to remember than
a longer one.

o

2) Children know that familiar things
will be easier to learn thin ate
things entirely new to them.

,

3) Children can distinguish harder
from easier study items.

4) Children realize that it is easier
o study when onees surroundings
are quiet than when a great deal
of noise is going on.

5) Children realize that studying
longer will lead to better
learning, than very brief study will.

6) Children know that they, should study
in different ways for different
kinds of tests--distinguishing, for
instance, between a multiple choice
and an essay test, or a:true-false
and a abort, answer test.

7) ,Children believe that older
children are better able to
remember things than. younger
children are.

Achievement Level

#isa 142X

.86 .85 .73

a

.81 .76, .51

.85 -.71 .42

.83 .69 .32
t

S

.71 :51 .22

-

.54 .20 .03

.39 .49 .59

*.

41ZILUCLIN

.66

.62

,

.48

Co'

.26.

.49



Table 3

tilt= Scores 1aE4sue.,s1.-
Mo its g 'and8-e1aQihY

=lux Smitaring. I,Lam

4

41..veraig.:24. 'Auld Lot itchiext,;11. 1244 Teachers fOt
.

1.t.pina thit CZAAS.

1) Children are able to distinguishv
between things they don't know
and things they have known in
the. past but :can't think,of at
this moment.

2) Children are likely. to use A-
different kinds of study
techniquekvhen told to remember
something than they will if told
simply to look over the matgial.

Children are able;td judge
whether an answer given on a test'
is correct br incorrect. v

4) Childreh are able to judge
correctly that they know something'
an.don't need to study it fuither.

5) Childre# are able to predict
-accurately how well they will do
on exams in school,

6) Children are ableto divide ,their.
study time so that difficult items
are studied for a longer time than
easy items.

7) Children are able to judge the
relative effectiveness of two.
different ways of studying the
same material.

10

Achievement Level

Lot

.31.

.81 . .47 .24'

.80 .46 .08

.85- ' .44 .03

9 .32 .12

<11r

.36 .05

.69 .17 ..00

DseLall

.52

.51

.45

.44

.38

.35

.29



Table 4

e 4

- .

Chang= Teocher, Talleritati=2'1.QL. 813=11 741ilk 22Lig11411= it,;1.1t runicti211.S2LcativitLevel

ar

F

Free recall.

Recall readiness

Serial recall

4

4.

A

1

%

kar
(Nui16)

.ft'" 1.08

k

ruade, bevel

12:3. # 4 :1

N 19) .(Nig24)
1- *

, 1.34 1.40

OVERALL

(N-59)

,
. 1.29

1..33 1.58 1.79 1.60
4z, owl

1.67 , 1.68 1.78

. :
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Table 5

Dtems Assessing Teachers Expectations for Children's Memory Strategy yse

it

Now ChildrenCerry Out *mulish
if

. . tie have written descriptions betbw.of some edhory tasks that
children might perform and*aysAhet they could study.% order to
remember. Altaroative was of studying are given under 'A', 111.
"C", anNr.

Plisse answer the queetiOns by circling thi letter of the el- ,

ternetive that you think would be most characteristic of the group
of children specified. Notice thit we would like you to =insider
first the fire children in your class who are the most outstanding
achievers. Next, please, an for five children who are a
erage in achievement in your classroom. Then, consi five
children in your classroom Mho are lowest-in achieveftet, and indi-
cate how they might approach each memory activity.,

Next, we would like you to think about what JOU would meet of
an IDEAL child of the gradeevel you teach: That ls, a child who
is performing appropriately for his/her developmentaVlevel.and whom
yo:Lwould enjoy having ass mister of your class. Please answer the
nett question fOr this IDEAL child.

The last questidn elks you to evaluate the altirnatiee study ac-
tivjties, in terms of ehicirieould be the best one to use in preparing
for recall':

a5

14

.55

K

The child is shown a set of pictures of6emnmon object:own in crow on cards
like that Shaun below. The coal of the task is Yar the child t recite the list qf
pictures in order, from left to right. when e pictures are no longer in vtew..
The.child ls given two minutes to study thePi and his or Kir stuffy behavior
is observed. RecallAs checked at the end of te;.Ainute period.

broom bee

A. The child looks at the Oitt uees at the start of the study period but
gets distracted by other Wings in the room for most of the last Minute; .

B. The child says the names of the pictures one at a time, repeating e ach

libel five Owls in a row. Rehearsal would sound like this: "Cloo, dog.

dog, deg, dog, pencil, pencil,..."
, 9

C. The child says the names of the pictures consecutively, from left to
right, first while looking at the pittures and then with his eyes turned

assay. RehearsalLwouId sound like this: "flog, pencil. hat, eggs, man,

cup...."

D. The child looksY.aiefully at each of the pictures and is not distractid-'

..-
from the tlisk doting the two-minute period. .

.., .

.
,

Hhiqh of the study activities above would you expect the five children in your

class who are highest In achievement to use? (Circle one)ABCD

Mich of the study activities above would you expect five children Ain your class
who are average iA achievement to use? ,A 8 C

Hhich of the study activities above would oto expect the fiVe chil en in your

,class who are lowest in achievement to use? A B C.

tihich of the activilies would You expect fromAhe IOCAelihild of t grade level

you teach? A C r C'

Mich of the four activities would be the most useful in preparing

recall? A B C 0

tl

BEST Copy AVAILABLE

k
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Table 5, continued

The child is shown a int pictures ewe= objects, arranged onLiards in i
remloe display like that base. The Child is told that he or Lhe.should learn
the names of the cards; in order to repeat thee free memory. 'Me cavils

can be fetalled in any order that the child wants to use. ile child is given
three minutes to study the pictures, and his or her study behavior is observed.
Recall-is ohteined'at Owed of the three- minute study period.

LI r .

A. The child looks at doe pictures at the stert of the study per4od bet"
tete* distracted by ether things in the roomfor most of the last minute.

S. The child says the AIM of the Pictures over-and over to him/herself,
while lookihg it elide in turn.

C: The child moves some items to put them in pairs with others (grouping,
for example, sock and feet, hand and hot dog) but leaves other pictures
unsorted. .

r
0. -The child sorts the' non categories of relsiod.thinis (food,

clothing, and body pouts) and studies the in these sets.

E. The child looks at tere pictures intently 'and is not distracted from
the task during.the ino-ednute period.

Which of the study activities above would you expect the five children in your
class who art hi is achtevenent to use? (Circle one)A8COE
Which of the study activities aboveiroald you expect five children in your clais
who are averran_ in "lemma to use. A 8 C 0 E

Which of the study activities above Mould you 'expect the five children in your
class whoarelmwest in achievement to use? A. 0 ,C 0 E

Nhich of tbe.activtties would you expect from the DEAL child Of the grade levelyou teach7A8CDIU
. .

Which of the five activities would he the boat useful in preparing for
recap? A

r.-

Suppose that the child
received a task just like'the Ipsb,task described above, butwith one chorine in the instructions. Now the and is asked to study the items aslong as he or she units totand to indicate when he/she knows them by ringing a bell.Mon the bell is rung, the teacher will ask the child to recall the items seen.

A. After studying, the child gives him/hereet?
a little "test" to sea if'he/sheknows all of the items. When the child can say them correctly in practice.he/she will rim the bail.

D. The child.will say each item to him/hetself ;fixed
number of tithes(e.g.:three times, five times) and then will ring -the bell.

C. The child will look atsome of the items, and then will-rinn the bell,
D. The child will look at and say each itemjust-one tine,.and then 011.-ring the bell and say the items as quickly is possible.

.

fhich of thrstudy
activities above would you e*pect the five children in youri:lass who are',hinhest In achievement to use? (Cirile one) A- L 1: 0

fhich of the study activities above would you expect five children err your classrho are average in achievement to use? 8 C 0

fhich of the study
activities above mould yow expect the five children in your..:lass'who are lowest in achievement to use? A 8 C 0

ihich of the activities would you expect from the IDEAL child of thegrade levelout tetch?A'S CD

'hick of the
fuurectivitinvould be the most useful in preparing forecall? A is C D

1-

BEST COPY AVA1LAi3LE
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Table 6

Items Assessing Teachdrs' ExPectations for Children's Memory Knowledge

I

What Children Know Mat NtRory

" Below we haws writOme some descriptions of situations in which
aihild is asked about memory activities. idea read *kit descrip-
tion and thee think about howryou would expect the children intyour
classroom to answer the questions about each situation. We have pro-
vided four different anemers that chili** might give for each item,
labeled awl "OP.

Phan answer the question by circline the answer that you would
expect to hear from the !romps of Children indicated. 'Notice that we
would like you to contder first the five children in your class who
art the most outstendbm achievers. Next, please answer for five child-
ren who are about *verso in achievement in your classroom, Then, coo-,
eider the five children in your clastroom who are lowest in achievement,
and indicate how they night answer each question.

Next, we would likm you to think about what you would expect of
an IDEAL child of,the grade level you teach:. That Is, a child who is
performing approprietelrfor his/her developmental level and whom you

'1100(laidoYherisiememberofyovrclan.Please answer the next
question for this IDEAL child. 4 -

The last questions inks you to evaluate the alternative answers,
in terms of which would be the best answer for a child to give.

18
J,.

'99

1

"Jim and Bill are in 'dram' class. The teacher wonted them to
learn the names of all thelinds of birds theyeight-finCin their
city. Jim had learned them last year and then forgot them. Bill had
never learned them before. Do you think one of these boys would find
it easier to learn the names of all the birds? Which one? Phil'

A. "It would be easier for Jim, because he would remember
about the birds from what he had learned before.'

B. 'It would be easier for Bill, because he wouldn't get the
names confused with what twil had learned before."

C. "It would be easier for Jim, but I don't know why."

D. °I don't know."

Which of the answers above would you expect from the five children In
your class who art highest in achievement? (Circle one) A B C ,D,.

Which. of the answers above would you expect from five children II your
class who are average in achievement? A B C D

Which of the anomrs above would you expect from the five children in
your class who art lowest in achievement? A B C D

Which of the answerswould you expect from the IDEAL child of the grade
-level you teach? A B C D

Which of the four alternatives is the BEStantwore child could give?

ABC°,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE.
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Table 6, continued .

,,. 'ff you wanted to phone your friend and someone told you thephoee .0'6w Would It make any differende if you celled right away'fury." heard the number br if you got a drink water first?Hhy?"

s, c

4

O. "I don't know.' -

aft wouldn't arto
any difference whether you called right

away °riot's drink first.'
.

C. "It would be better if you phoned first, but I don't knowwhy.*

I. vow should phone first, because otherwise, you might
forget 'the number while you went to get a drink."

WAS the answers above would you expect
your c who are kteimil in achievement?

which of the answers above would you expect
class*, are mime in achievement?. A

Hhich of Ow answers above would you expect
your class who are lowest iwachieveeent?

from the five children in
(Circle one) A B C D

from five children in your
B C D

from the five children inABCD
,Which of the ifISMIIPS)would you expect from the IDEAL child of'the gradelevel yee teach? A B C 0

Which of the four alternatives
is the BEST.answor a child could give?ABCD

20

"One day two friends wont to a birthday party and they mei eight
children,that they didn't know before. I'll tell you the names of the
children they met: Bitl. Fred Jane, Sally, Anthony,, Jive, Lois, and
Cindy. After the party one friend want hone and the other went to
practice a ploy that he was going to be in. At the play practice he met
seven other children he didn't know before, and their name' Wert Sall,y,
Anita, David, Merle, Jim, Ilan, and Fred. At dinner,that night both child-
ren's parents asked them the names of the children they mot at the birth-
dOitparty that day. Which friend do you think remembered:the Most, the
one who went home after the W, or the onewho went to practice in the
play where ha met soma more children? 'B'y?' .

Ar*The one who went straight home 'veld rimemdmir more, but
I don't know why."

B. *114 one who went to the play would smoker more. because
Scat of the children at the play had the same mimes as
those at the party, so it would remind him."

C. "I don't know:*

1. "The one who went straight home would remember more, because
he wouldn't get mixed up by hearing all the other names
of the children at the party."

Which of the answers above would you expect from the five children in
your class mho are highest in achievement? (Circle one) A B C 0

Hhich of the answers above would you expect from five children in yoUr
class who are average in achievement? A B C D ..

Which of the answers above would you expect from the five children in
your class who are lowest in achievement? ABCD

\Wifely of the answers would you expect from the IDEAL child of the grade
level you teach? .ABCD

Which of .the four alternatives is the BEST answer a, child could give?
A B C n

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Table 6, continued

'The other day I played a record,for a girl. Lasked her to listen
carefully to the record as many times as she wanted 40 she could tell me
the story later, Wore she began to listen to the record, she asked me
one question. 'Am I supposed to remember the story word for word, just
like on the record, or can I tell you in !Ay OWA words?' Which would be
easier for hertodo, to learn the story word for word, or in her own
words? Utly?"

.

A. 'I don't know.'

B. "It would be easier for her to learn to say it In her own
words, because she could just explain the general idea.
If she had to do ft word for word, she might forget
some of the words and that would ruin the whole story."

C. "It would be easier for her to learn to sey it word or wo
because she would listen to each of the words on the
record very carefully.'

D. "It would be easier for her to learn to say.it in her own
words, 'but I don't know why."

Jihich of the answers above would you expect from the five children in
your class who are hIghest in achievement? (Circle one)ABCn

Mich of the answers above would you expect from five children in your
class who are average in achievement? ABCD
Mich of the answers above would you expect from the five children in
your class who are lowest in achievement? ABCD
felich of the answers would you expect from the IDEAL child of the grade
level you teach? A B' C D

Which of the four alternatives is the BEST answer a child could give?ABCD

A person asking questions shim* the childscards that have
pictures Osman objects on then. 'how suppose 1 wonted you to re-
member the pictures, so that you could say them back to me in the
same order that. I use When I show then to you. Mick ones do you
think would be easiest to member: the ones I shoo you first. the
ones at.the end of the set. Or the ones in the middle? %yr

IP

A. "They would all be the same.- It)moutdmit mete any differ-
ence if they came first or last or in the middle.'

B. "The ones at the end would be soloist to remember, because
you just finished seeing them and would still have
them on your mind."

C. "The ones at the beginning would be easiest. tecause you
saw them first."

D. "I don't know."

6

Which of the answers above would you expect from the fra children in
your class who are hiehest in achievement? (Circle one) A B C D,

Mich of the onswets above would you expect from five children in your
class who are average in achievement? A B. C D

Mich of the answers above would you expect from the fiye children.in
your -class who are lowest in achievement? A B.AA- D

ithich.of the answers would you expect from the IDEAL child of the grade
level you teach? '1ABCD

Vhich.of.the fpur alternatives is the BEST answer a Child could give?ABCD
r**

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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